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In this paper we address a hierarchical scheduling problem for n jobs to be 
processed on a suitable number of parallel machines: the jobs require random 
amounts of processing time, no job splitting is allowed, and random precedence 
constraints between the jobs are present. 
We present two stochastic 2-stage heuristics, called LB and GLB, for the 
solution of the problem and analyze their asymptotic behavior. We find conditions 
on the processing times and on the depth of the precedence graph, that is, the 
degree of inherent parallelism of the jobs, that guarantee the expected and almost 
sure asymptotic relative optimality of both heuristics. 
As regards optimality in expectation, our results for the LB heuristic nicely 
extend those of Dempster et al. ((1983), Math. Oper. Res. 8,525-537), which hold 
when there are no precedence constraints; for the new GLB heuristic we obtain 
stronger results. Optimal convergence almost surely of the two heuristics is estab- 
lished under identical conditions. 0 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTR~D~CTI~N 
The deterministic analysis of optimization and approximation algo- 
rithms for scheduling problems, of which (Graham et al., 1979) is an 
exhaustive and detailed classification, has recently evolved into stochas- 
tic analysis. Preemptive scheduling, i.e., scheduling allowing job splitting, 
has appeared in (Weber, 1982; Weiss and Pinedo, 1980), where different 
probabilistic assumptions on the processing times are analyzed. Shop 
scheduling, i.e., scheduling where each job requires execution on more 
than one machine, is surveyed in (Pinedo and Schrage, 1982). The asymp- 
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totic absolute optimality of the LPT scheduling rule is analyzed in (Frenk 
and Rinnooy Kan, 1984). Probabilistic analyses of multistage heuristics 
for hierarchical scheduling problems, i.e., problems where decisions must 
be taken at different hierarchical levels, have also appeared (Dempster et 
al., 1983). 
Unlike deterministic scheduling, results for stochastic scheduling on 
more than one machine are not yet numerous. 
In this paper we address a hierarchical scheduling problem, present two 
stochastic 2-stage heuristics for its solution, and analyze their asymptotic 
behavior. 
We are given IZ jobs to be processed on m parallel machines. Each 
machine can process at most one job at a time, execution of a job cannot 
be interrupted (no preemption), and precedence constraints between jobs 
are present. The model is stochastic; that is, the processing times and the 
precedence constraints are random variables on a suitable sample space. 
The hierarchical scheduling problem aims at finding a number m* of 
machines that minimizes the acquisition cost of m* machines plus the 
expected makespan (finishing time of the last job) of an optimum schedul- 
ing algorithm for the n jobs on the m* machines. Since computing the 
makespan of an optimum scheduling algorithm is already an NP-hard 
problem (Karp, 1972) and finding the number m* is computationally diffi- 
cult, two heuristics for this problem are presented. 
Each heuristic determines a 2-stage process that (1) picks a suitable 
number m- of machines and (2) applies a conservative scheduling algo- 
rithm A to schedule the jobs on the m- machines. The measure of the 
performance of each heuristic is the sum of (1) the acquisition cost of the 
m- machines and (2) the makespan of the scheduling algorithm A. 
We give probabilistic conditions on the processing times and on the 
degree of parallelism of the jobs, as expressed by the constraints, that 
guarantee the asymptotic relative optimality of both heuristics, both in 
expectation and almost surely. 
The first heuristic (called LB heuristic) extends the one in (Dempster et 
al., 1981) to our model, which includes precedence constraints. The as- 
ymptotic results we obtain for optimal convergence in expectation nicely 
generalize and extend those of (Dempster et al., 1983) that hold in the 
absence of constraints. 
The second heuristic (called GLB heuristic) is new and its optimal 
asymptotic convergence in expectation is established under probabilistic 
assumptions weaker than those needed for the LB heuristic. 
Optimal convergence almost surely of the two heuristics is established 
under identical conditions. It is an open problem whether or not weaker 
assumptions for the GLB heuristic can be established that imply optimal 
convergence in expectation. 
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We remind the reader that all the asymptotic results are relative and 
given in ratio to an optimum solution method. Absolute asymptotic 
results occur in (Frenk and Rinnooy Kan, 1984). 
In Section 2 we present the notation and in Section 3 present the hierar- 
chical problem and the heuristics. Sections 4 and 5 deal with the analysis 
of the asymptotic convergences of the heuristics in expectation and al- 
most surely. 
2. NOTATION 
Let Q be a probability space where, for each given integer 12 E N, 
random variables p1 , . . . , pn are defined together with discrete random 
variables cij, i, j = 1, . . . , n, that assume only the values 0 and 1. For 
each o E R, pi(w), . . . , P,, (w) represent the processing times of n jobs 
PI, . * * 3 P,, whereas the c,(m) represent the precedence constraints 
between the jobs: specifically, job Pi must be executed before job Pj if and 
only if C+(O) = 1. These constraints can also be represented via a directed 
acyclic graph G = G(o) of n nodes, called a precedence graph (Fig. l), 
defined by connecting node i to node j by a directed edge if and only if 
cg(o) = 1, and by labelling node i by pi(o), for each i = 1, . . . , n. 
The following random variables (Fig. 1) can be defined on a, derived 
from the pi’s and the cij’s: 
Pmax = mfx pi, 
h = depth of graph G, i.e., number of vertices in a longest oriented 
path of G, 
L = sum of the processing times on a critical path of G, i.e., an ori- 
ented path that maximizes such a sum. 
p3 
pi = 0.5 l=l,...,n 
c,3= cx= c24= cz= C*=cT8= 1 
h=4 
L=2 
FIG. 1 
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Now let A be any algorithm that, for each o E a, schedules on m 
machines the jobs Pi, . . . , P,, with processing times pi(w), . . . , p,(w) 
and constraints q(w), i, j = 1, . . . , II. Additional requirements are that 
any processor can process at most one job at a time and any job must be 
processed without interruption on one processor; moreover A never 
leaves a processor idle if some job may be executed. The random variable 
is defined to be the makespan of algorithm A on m machines. Likewise, 
we denote by 
CxCll, * * . , Cnn,Pl, . * . ,P,) (2) 
the makespan of an optimum scheduling algorithm. 
In the following when no confusion can arise we let CA, and C$ denote 
(1) and (2), respectively. 
We remind the reader that all random variables P, pmax , h, L, Ci, and 
Cz are defined for each w E R: in our notation, however, the letter w is 
always dropped. 
Finally the expected value of a random variable X will be denoted by 
E(X) or simply by EX. 
3. THE SCHEDULINGPROBLEMANDTHEHEURISTICS 
In this section we present the hierarchical scheduling problem and two 
2-stage heuristics for its solution. 
For each given integer IZ let us consider, for each m E l+J, the random 
variable z*(m) defined as 
z*(m) = cm + CZ; 
that is, the cost of acquiring m identical machines of cost c plus the 
makespan of an optimum algorithm that schedules the jobs on the ac- 
quired m machines. (Here we treat the case of identical machines; the 
case of uniform machines could be treated analogously). 
The hierarchical scheduling problem looks for the minimum integer 
value m* of m that minimizes the expected value of z*(m), that is, that 
satisfies the equalities 
Ez*(m*) = min Ez*(m) = mjn[cm + ECz(c~l, . . . , c,, , PI, . . . , PJI. 
m 
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Finding C;fl(ctt , . . . , cnn, pr , . . . , p,) is an NP-hard problem (Karp, 
1972), and finding m* involves a stochastic integer program. Thus the 
problem is computationally difficult, suggesting that we search for an 
appropriate heuristic to solve it. 
The idea is to use, instead of Cz, the random variables P/m and 
max(Plm, L), which are lower bounds for Cz ; in fact these three variables 
are related by the following obvious inequalities. 
PROPOSITION 1. We have that 
Plm 5 max(Plm, L) I Cz. (3) 
For each one of these lower bounds for CG, we consider a random 
variable defined as the cost cm of acquiring m machines plus the lower 
bound, that is, we consider the random variables zLB(m) and zGLB(m) 
defined as 
zLB(m) = cm + P/m 
zGLB(m) = cm + max(Plm, L). 
In analogy with the definition of m*, we let mLB (resp. mGLB) denote the 
minimum integer value of m that minimizes the expected value of zLB(m) 
(resp. zGLB(m)) Note that m*, mLB, and mGLB are integer functions of n. 
The two heuristics that we analyze in this paper are those that pick 
respectively mLB and mGLB machines and then use any fixed conservative 
scheduling algorithm A to schedule the jobs on the chosen number of 
machines. We call the first heuristic LB and the second heuristic GLB. 
The aim of the rest of the paper is to study the asymptotic behavior of 
the heuristics LB and GLB, and to establish conditions for their opti- 
mality. 
More precisely, we will study the asymptotic behavior of the random 
variable zA(m) defined as 
zA(m) = cm + CA, 
with m = mLB and m = mGLB, relative to the behavior of the random 
variable z*(m*) expressing the performance of the heuristic that uses an 
optimum scheduling algorithm on an optimum number of machines. 
As a first step, let us relate the magnitudes of mLB and mGLB. Since mLB 
minimizes cm + EPIm we have that 
mLB E{[@I, [@I}. 
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Since mGLB minimizes cm + E max(Plm, L), in general we do not have a 
closed form for it. All we can say is expressed by the next theorem. 
THEOREM 1. mGLB 5 mLB. 
Proof. Since the function cm + E max(Plm, L) can be written as 
cm + E(PIm) + E max(L - Plm, 0), 
we have that 
EzGLB(m) = EzLB(m) + E max(L - P/m, 0). 
For any given n, the function E max(L - P/m, 0) does not decrease as 
m grows. Since EzLB(m) is a function of m that has only one minimum at 
m^ = (EPIc)“~ we conclude that the function EmGLB(m) cannot decrease in 
[m^, a). As a consequence if mLB = [m^l then obviously mGLB 5 mLB. 
Even if mLB = [ m^] we may conclude that mcLB 5 mLB, since E max(L - 
Plm, 0) is a positive, nondecreasing function. n 
Before concluding this section we state a useful upper bound on CA,; the 
result is contained in the following theorem, which is implicitly proved in 
(Graham, 1969), but of which we give a direct proof, for the convenience 
of the reader. 
THEOREM 2. We have that 
P P ; I max ( ) 
--‘L SC;< c;d+ m-l L. 
m ( 1 m (4) 
Proof. We prove only the upper bound since the lower bounds are 
obvious. Let Pjl be a job finishing at time CA,, let ajl = Ci - pjl be the time 
at which job pjl has been assigned to a processor, and let tjl be the first 
time job Pjl could be assigned to a processor, all the jobs incident to it in 
the precedence graph being terminated. Obviously tjl I ajl and no proces- 
sor is left idle by algorithm A between times tjl and ajl. Now let pj2 be a 
job incident to pjr in the precedence graph, finishing at time tjl ; similarly 
let aj2 = tjl - Pj2 be the time job pj2 has been assigned to a processor and 
let $2 be the first time job pj2 could be assigned to a processor. Again 
tj2 5 aj2 and no processor is left idle between times tj2 and aj2. We con- 
tinue this process until, for some k, tjk = 0. We have that 
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since in the intervals between times tj, and aj,, 1 I i 5 k, no processor is 
left idle. The conclusion now follows from the fact that the jobs pjk, . . . , 
pji are along an oriented path in the precedence graph so, by definition, 
we have 
Finally the following corollary, whose proof follows directly from (4), 
expresses useful relations between the random variables introduced in 
this section. 
COROLLARY 1. For each m E N. 
zLB(m) 5 zGLB(m) 5 z*(m) 5 zA(m) 5 zLB(m) + L. (5) 
4. ASYMPTOTIC OPTIMALITY IN EXPECTATION 
The aim of this section is to establish conditions that guarantee the 
asymptotic optimality in expectation of the two heuristics. In other terms, 
we look for conditions that imply either that 
lim EzA(mLB) = l 
Mm Ez*(m*) 
or that 
(6) 
The conditions we find for the optimality of the LB heuristic generalize 
and extend to our model those that are known in the absence of prece- 
dence constraints, whereas for the GLB heuristic the conditions are defi- 
nitely weaker. 
From (5) we have that 
zA(m) 5 zLB(m) + L. 
Using the definition of mLB and corollary 1 this implies that 
E,A(~LB) I EzLB(mLB) + EL 5 EzLB(m*) + EL 5 EZ*(m*) i- EL. 
(8) 
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Since Plm + L = max(Plm, L) + min(Plm, L) we also have that 
zA(m) 5 zGLB(m) + min(Plm, L). 
This allows us to deduce that 
&4@.Xs) I ,&oLs(mCLB) + E min(P/mGLB, L) 
I EzoLB(m*) + E min(P/mGLB, L) 
I &*(m*) + E min(P/mGLB, L). (9) 
The second inequality follows by the definition of mGLB while the last 
follows by (5). 
Using (8) and (9), we can now bound the ratios in (6) and (7) as 
1 ~ EzA(mLB) EL 
Ez*(m*) 
51+- 
Ez*(m*) 
1 I EzA(mGLB) < 1 + E min(L, P/mGLB) 
Ez*(m*) - Ez*(m*) * 
(10) 
(11) 
Because of the difficulty of computing Ez*(m*) we majorize the two 
ratios in the upper bounds in (10) and (11) in the following way, using (5): 
EL EL EL 
Ez*(m*) 5 E~GLB(~GLB) s &LB(mLB) 
E min(L, PlmGLB) 
Ez*(m*) 
I E min(L, PlmGLB) 
E~GLB(~GLB) . 
(12) 
(13) 
The following theorem establishes conditions on the growth of the ex- 
pected sum of the processing times on a critical path in the precedence 
graphs that guarantee optimality in expectation for both heuristics. 
THEOREM 3. Zf the ratio ELIEzLB(mLB) tends to 0 as n goes to infinity, 
then 
lim EzAtmLB) = 1 
,+ Ez*(m*) 
lim EzA(mGLB) = 1 
n--‘m Ez*(m*) ’ 
In other words, both the LB and GLB heuristics are asymptotically 
optimal in expectation. 
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Proof. The result follows directly from the hypothesis and from (lo), 
(ll), (12), and (13). n 
We now show that optimality in expectation for the GLB heurisic can 
be proved under weaker hypotheses than those stated in Theorem 3. 
As a first step we show that if either of the two upper bounds in (12) 
converges to zero, so does the other. In contrast, the condition that the 
upper bound in (13) converges to zero is weaker, as this theorem and the 
following example show. 
THEOREM 4. We have that 
lim 
EL 
= 0 e lim 
E 
mm EzLB(mLB) ,,.+m EzGLB(mCLB) = 
0 (14) 
lim 
EL 
= 0 3 lim 
E min(L PlmGLB) 
n-+m EzLB(mLB) EzGLBkmGLB) = 0. (15) n--t= 
Proof. (15) follows from (14).i The nontrivial implication in (14) de- 
rives from the inequalities 
EL EL 
EL = 
cmLB+EL 
i 1 mLB 
+Emax L-p 0 ( mLB’ 
EL = 
EzLB(mLB) + E max i L - $0) 
EL 1 
z EzLB(mLB) + EL = EzLB(mLB) + I. ’ 
EL 
Note that the asymmetry in (15) contrasts with asymptotic results on 
the behavior of scheduling algorithms on a fixed (independent of n) num- 
ber of machines. In fact, if mGLB were independent of it then (14) and the 
inequality 
E min(L, PlmGLB) ~ E(LImGLB) 1 EL 
E~GLB(~GLB 
> EzGLB(mGLB) 
=-. 
mGLB ETGLB(~GLB) 
would make it possible to prove the reverse implication in (15). However, 
the following example shows that this implication does not hold. 
I We will show in the next section that in this case we also have that lim,, mLBI~GLB = 1. 
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EXAMPLE 1. For each II let 
(1) [A,, B,] be a partition of LR into sets having probabilities respectively 
equal to l/fi and l-l/G; 
(2) p1 = p2 = . . . = pn = 1 on a; 
P on A,, 
(3) L = 1 
on B,. 
It is easy to compute that in this case we have 
EzGLB(mGLB) = 26 m + fi 
so that 
lim 
EL 
wm EzLB(mLB) ' O7 
but 
lim E min(L, P/mGLB) = o 
IF+= EzGLB(mGLB) 
and 
mGLB 
lim - = mLB 1. II-S= 
The foregoing analysis allows us to assert the optimality in expectation 
of the GLB heuristic under assumptions weaker than those given in Theo- 
rem 3, and moreover that these assumptions cannot guarantee optimality 
in expectation of the LB heuristic. 
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THEOREM 5. If the ratio E min(L, PIrncLB)IEzGLB(mGLB) tends to 0 as 
n goes to injinity, then 
that is, the GLB heuristic is asymptotically optimal in expectation. 
Proof. The result follows directly from the hypothesis, (ll), and 
(13). W 
Finally we establish sufficient conditions for the hypothesis of Theorem 
3 to be satisfied, that is, for ELIEzLB(mLB) to go to 0. These conditions 
relate the depth of the precedence graph with the finiteness of the mo- 
ments of the pis, thus limiting the parallelism allowed between the jobs 
through the growth of the random variable h. If precedence constraints 
are not present the following sufficient conditions coincide with those 
already known (Dempster et al., 1983). 
THEOREM 6. Let pl, . . . , p,, be a sequence of independent, identi- 
cally distributed random variables, with distribution function independent 
of 12. Zf, for some r 2 2 
i. VJ = Ep, f 0, 
ii. Epi < W, 
iii. Eh = 0((nr’2-1)‘/r), 
iv. h is independent of pi, . . . , p,, for every n, 
then 
lim EL n--tm EzLB(mLB) = 0. 
Proof. Note that the function EzLB(m) has a minimum at mA = 
(nr)lc)1’2, so that m LB E [(nqlc)“2J, [(n~lc)1’2]> and EzLB (m^) = 2(nr)c)1’2. 
Since L 5 pmax h and iv holds, the following relations can be derived 
easily: 
EL EL 
EzLB(mLB) S EzLB(m^) 
_ 1 EhEpmax ~ 1 Eh E~max 
2x&c fi 2y/$ (nr12-l)llr nl/’ . 
Now it is known (a proof for r = 2 which easily generalizes to any r > 1 
may be found in (Dempster et al., 1983)) that the first three conditions 
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allow one to conclude that 
lim @$? = 0. n-+m 
The conclusion follows from iii. w 
5. ASYMPTOTIC CONVERGENCE ALMOST SURELY 
In this section we find conditions that guarantee asymptotic optimal 
convergence almost surely and in expectation of the heuristics. The con- 
ditions we find are the same for both the LB and GLB heuristics. It is an 
open question whether some weaker condition can guarantee asymptotic 
optimality for the GLB heuristic only. 
Our results are contained in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 7. If EP is unbounded and we have as n + CC 
al. L zLB(mLB) 40 a.s., 
a2. 
EL 
EzLB(mLB) + 0, 
then both the LB and GLB heuristics are asymptotically optimal almost 
surely and in expectation, that is, we also have as n + * 
zA(mLB) cl. ___ 
z*(m*> 
+l a.s. 
c2 EzAhLB) --, 1 
* Ez*(m*) 
and 
Cl’. 
zA(mGLB) j 1 
z*(m*) 
a.s, 
c2’. 
EzA(mGLB) j 1 
Ez*(m*) * 
Moreover 
mLB 
c3. - m* + * 
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mGLB 
c4. - m* -1. 
Proof. Theorem 3 has already shown that c2 and c2’ derive from a2. 
We first turn our attention to c3 and c4. From (5) we deduce the inequali- 
ties 
E~LB(~) 5 &*(m) I EzA(m) 5 EzLB(m) + EL* (16) 
Setting m = m LB dividing all terms by EzLB(mLB), and using a2, we have , 
that 
Ez*(mLB) EzA(mLB) 
EzLB(mLB) +I and EzLB(mLB) 
--, I. 
The first limit in (17) allows us to conclude from the inequalities 
1 ~ EzLB(m*) ~ Ez*(m*) ( Ez*(mLB) 
EzLB(mLB) EzLB(mLB) EzLB(mLB) 
that 
EzLB(m*) 
EzLB(mLB) --, 1. 
On the other hand, using Theorem 3 we deduce that 
(17) 
(18) 
EzA(mGLB)/EzA(mLB) + 1. 
This limit and the second one in (17) allow us to deduce from the inequali- 
ties 
1 ~ EzLB(mGLB) ~ EzA(mGLB) EzA(mLB) 
EzLB(mLB) EzA(mLB) EzLB(mLB) 
that also 
(19) 
Recall that EzLB(m) = cm + E(PIm) is a function of m that has a 
minimum at m^ = (EPIC) l12. Now, as a consequence of 
EzLB(m) 
EzLB(m*) = 
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we find that, for any sequence m = m(n), EzLB(m)IEzLB(mA) * 1 if and 
only if mlm^ + 1. Now note that mLBlm^ --, 1 as II + cc, since EP is 
unbounded and m^ - 1 5 mLB I m* + 1; as a consequence 
EzLB(mLB) ---, 1 
EzLB(mA) . 
Combining this with (18) we find that m*lm* + 1, and hence that c3 
holds; using (19) instead of (18) yields c4. 
We next show that cl is a consequence of al and c3. Likewise, cl ’ 
could be shown to derive from al and c4. Because of (5) we may write 
zLB(mLB) ~ zA(mLB> < 
z*(m*) 
zLB(mLB) + L 
- z*(m*) - z*(m*) z*(m*)’ 
so cl follows if we can show that 
L 
z*(m*) 
+O a.s. 
and 
zLB(mLB) --, 1 
z*(m*) 
a s . . 
(20) 
(21) 
To establish (20) we have 
O<L<-.-= L L 
z*(m*) - zLB(m*) P cm* + - 
m* 
mLB L <- - 
m* P mLB 2 cmLB + - - ( 1 mLB m* 
mLB 
i 
m” 
1 
2 L S- 
m* min(m*, mLB) P ’ cmLB + - 
mLB 
and (20) holds true because of al and c3. For what concerns (21) we have 
the following upper and lower bounds: 
zLB(mLB) I zLB(mLB) m* c[max(m*, mLB)12 + P 
z*(m*) zLB(m *) yp c(m*)2 + P ’ 
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zLB(mLB) zLB(mLB) m* c[min(m*, mLB)12 + P + Lm* 
z*(m*) 2~ ZLB(m*) + L = p c(m*)2 + P + Lm* 
Lm” - 
c(m*)2 + P + Lm* ) ’ 
These two bounds can also be written respectively as 
zLB(mLB) <amid + P 
z*(m*) - mLB c/j + P (22) 
and 
zLB(mLB) m* 
-z&i’ ( 
cff + P + L m* L 
z*(m*) cp + P + L m* - zLB(m*) + L ! ’ (23 
where (Y, CY’, p are nonnegative, (Y = p - kp, (Y’ = /3 + k’P, k 2 0, k’ 2 0. 
Obviously (Y/P + 1 and a’//3 + 1 as n + ~4 because of c3 and therefore 
k * 0 and k’ --* 0. Now from (22) and (23) with simple computations we 
obtain 
1 
zLB(m*) 
_( zLB(mLB) 
-+1 
z*(m*) 
I 5 (1 + k’), 
L 
which implies (21) since, while proving (20), we have also shown that 
L/zLB(m*) * 0 a.s. n 
Finally the next theorem extends Theorem 6 by establishing sufficient 
conditions for al and a2 to be true. 
THEOREM 8. Let pl, . . . , p,, be a sequence of independent, identi- 
cally distributed random variables, with distribution function independent 
of n. Zf, for some r 2 2, 
i. q = Ep, f 0, 
ii. Ep’; < m, 
iii. Eh = O((rF2-Vr), 
iv. h is independent of p,, . . . , p,, for every n, 
v. h = O((nr’2-1)1’r) a.s.,2 
* By this we mean that, for almost all o E 0, the ratio h(o)/((W-I)“‘) is bounded for large 
n. 
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then 
L 
zLB(mLB) -0 a.s. 
EL -0 
EzLB(mLB) ’ 
Proof. Only the first limit needs to be proved; the second comes from 
Theorem 6. In (Freedman, 1983, p. 84), it is shown that i and ii imply that 
PllUX -+O /.+i’ a.s. 
By the asymptotic version of the Strong Law of Large Numbers we also 
have that 
The conclusion follows by v and the inequalities 
L mLB n 
zLB(mLB) yq&i= 
---L’y!L 
A& j Pmax ,&52 rlnh- . 
c p (nr/2-I 
1 
l/r nil’. 
At this point, as we have done in Section 4, we would like to find 
relaxed conditions guaranteeing the optimality a.s. only for the second 
heuristic, but we have not been able to find them. If, for example, we 
replace the conditions of Theorem 7 with the reasonable ones 
al’. a s . . 
a2’. E min(Plm, L) ~ o ,rzCLB(,GLB) ’ 
then we can still prove that all the optimality results in expectation of 
Theorem 7 do hold for the heuristic with mcLB machines but, since we 
may not conclude that if EzGLB (m)IEzGLB(mGLB) + 1, then mlmGLB -i, 1, 
we are not able to derive optimal converge almost surely. We leave this as 
an open problem. 
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